Another check. Try testing binomial with this:

```c
Binomial *heap = newBinomial(displayInteger,compareInteger,NULL);
fprintf(stdout,"Inserting...\n");
(void) insertBinomial(heap,newInteger(4));
displayBinomial(stdout,heap);
fprintf(stdout,"Inserting...\n");
(void) insertBinomial(heap,newInteger(8));
displayBinomial(stdout,heap);
fprintf(stdout,"Inserting...\n");
(void) insertBinomial(heap,newInteger(16));
displayBinomial(stdout,heap);
```

```c
(void) insertBinomial(heap,newInteger(5));
displayBinomial(stdout,heap);
(fprintf(stdout,"Inserting...\n");
(void) insertBinomial(heap,newInteger(1));
displayBinomial(stdout,heap);
fprintf(stdout,"Extracting...\n");
(void) extractBinomial(heap);
displayBinomial(stdout,heap);
```

I get:

```
Inserting...
0: 4-0
----
Inserting...
0: 4-1
 1: 8-0(4-1)
----
Inserting...
0: 16-0
----
0: 4-1
 1: 8-0(4-1)
----
Inserting...
0: 4-2
 1: 8-0(4-2) 5-1(4-2)
 2: 16-0(5-1)
```
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That's also what I got.

Subject: Re: Binomial Test

Can confirm.

Subject: Re: Binomial Test
Posted by bhpauken on Wed, 29 Mar 2017 23:02:23 GMT

I concur.
I concur.
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Mine matches, except you have extra spaces at the end of the line. You can fix that using this neat trick

```c
char* sep = "";
while(!done) {
    ...
    fprintf(fp, "%s", sep);
    displayInternalNode(fp, node);
    sep = " ";
}
```